I See Apples
Early Emergent and Emergent Readers

Prep Work:
* Choose the early emergent or emergent reader.
* Print off the first page onto red, green, or yellow cardstock. This will be your front and back of the book.
* Print off the other pages onto white copy paper.
* Cut apart and assemble into a book, with 10 pages.

With Your Child:
* Use number stamps, number stickers, write numbers in, or ask your child to write the numbers 1-10 in the book. (1 goes on page 1, 2 goes on page 2, etc.)

EARLY EMERGENT READER
* Using an apple stamp, stickers, etc. place that many apples on each page. Read together.

EMERGENT READER
* Brainstorm together some things that could have apples put on top (such as the child’s head, a TV, a shoe, etc.)
* Draw one on each page (or child can draw)
* Using an apple stamp, stickers, etc. place that many apples up on top of each object. Read together.
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